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MEDIA ALERT 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

OPHELIA’S PLACE TO CHALLENGE CONCEPT OF BEAUTY 
 
Liverpool, N.Y., November 28, 2013 – Ophelia’s Place, a local non-profit and part of the 
National Eating Disorder Association, is challenging the concept of “beauty” in its fight 
against eating disorders during its event next month, a community barbeque and benefit 
concert: Voices for Beauty. 
 
What:  Community Awareness Barbeque Dinner and Benefit Concert 
 
Who:  Ophelia’s Place 
 The National Eating Disorder Association 
 
When: Friday, December 6, 2013 
 
Where: The Carrier Dome, Syracuse University 
   900 Irving Ave, Syracuse, NY 13210 
   For directions, please visit:   

http://www.syracuse.com/orangesports/index.ssf/map-and-directions-to-the-carr.html 
 
Tickets for the event are $30.00 for adults and $15.00 for children ages 13 and under, and can 
be purchased at Ophelia’s Place and Café at 407 or online at 
http://www.opheliasplace.org/voicesforbeauty. All proceeds will go to Ophelia’s Place and 
the National Eating Disorder Association for program and research funding.  
 
Redefining beauty and health by empowering individuals families and communities impacted 
by eating disorders, disordered eating, and body dissatisfaction. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
 OPHELIA’S PLACE TO CHALLENGE CONCEPT OF BEAUTY 
 
Liverpool, N.Y., November 17, 2013 – Ophelia’s Place is challenging the concept of “beauty” in 
its fight against eating disorders during an event next month, a community barbeque and benefit 
concert: Voices for Beauty. The event will take place on December 6, 2013 in the Carrier Dome 
at Syracuse University, starting at 5 p.m., with keynote speaker Constance Rhodes leading the 
issue discussion and Demi Lovato and Kelly Clarkson starring in the show.  
 
The goal of the event is to increase the awareness of the prevalence of eating disorders and the 
need for research funding to continue to help treat them. The event will have a focus on each 
individual’s “natural beauty” and show how media and societal body images just aren’t realistic.  
 
“The large majority of eating disorders,” says Jodie Wilson, executive director of Ophelia’s 
Place, “are related to body dissatisfaction and the never-ending call to be thinner.” This has 
proven to be true, especially in the increasing cases of young, teenage girls.  
 
The Voices for Beauty awareness event will include a barbeque dinner and benefit concert. 
Constance Rhodes will give her keynote speech, “The Perfection Trap.” The concert, beginning 
at 7 p.m., will feature Demi Lovato, followed by Kelly Clarkson as the headliner, both of who 
struggled with eating disorders in their teens. Tickets are $30.00 for adults and $15.00 for 
children ages 13 and under, with all proceeds going to Ophelia’s Place and the National Eating 
Disorder Association to fund treatment programs and research on eating disorders. 
 
Redefining beauty and health by empowering individuals families and communities impacted by 
eating disorders, disordered eating, and body dissatisfaction. 
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FACT SHEET: VOICES FOR BEAUTY 
November 2013 

!
Ophelia’s!Place!

• Part!of!the!National!Eating!
Disorders!Association!

• Works!with!individuals!and!
families!who’s!lives!have!been!
affected!by!eating!disorders!

• Works!to!combat!society’s!image!
of!beauty!

• Offers!support!groups,!access!to!
treatment!programs,!and!
“breaking!free”!support!group!for!
teens!14E18!years!old!

• Executive Director: Jodie Wilson!

!
Eating!Disorders!

• Eating!disorders!are!
potentially!life!threatening!

• They!impact!millions!of!
people!every!year!

• The!rate!of!development!of!
new!cases!of!eating!disorders!
has!been!increasing!since!
1950!

• There!has!been!a!rise!in!
incidence!of!anorexia!in!young!
women!15E19!years!old!in!
each!decade!since!1930!

!
Illness! Prevalence! NIH!Research!Funds!(2011)!

Alzheimer’s!Disease! 5.1!million! $450,000,000!
Autism! 3.6!million! $160,000,000!

Schizophrenia! 3.4!million! $276,000,000!
Eating'Disorders' 30'million' $28,000,000'

For!more!information,!visit!www.nationaleatingdisorders.org!
!

Voices!for!Beauty!
• Friday,!December!6,!2013;!5!p.m.!to!10:30!p.m.;!Carrier!Dome,!Syracuse,!N.Y.!13210!
• Tickets!$30!for!adults,!$15!for!children!ages!13!and!under!
• Barbeque!Dinner!starts!at!5!p.m.,!provided!by!Dinosaur!Barbeque!
• Dessert!provided!by!Insomnia!Cookies!and!Café!at!407!
• Keynote!Speaker:!Constance!Rhodes,!takes!stage!at!6!p.m.!
• Concert!begins!at!7!p.m.,!opening!with!Demi!Lovato!and!headlining!with!Kelly!Clarkson!
• All!proceeds!go!to!Ophelia’s!Place!and!the!National!Eating!Disorder!Association!

!
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BACKGROUNDER: VOICES FOR BEAUTY 
November 2013 

 
Ophelia’s Place 
 
Ophelia’s Place is a non-profit organization in the Syracuse area that is trying to “redefine beauty 
and health by empowering individuals, families and communities impacted by eating disorders, 
disordered eating, and body dissatisfaction.” Ophelia’s place tries to fight the current cultural 
image of “what is beauty” and show that everyone is beautiful no matter his or her shape or size. 
They work with individuals and families within the Syracuse community. 
 
Ophelia’s Place offers several different support groups for different people dealing with eating 
disorders in their lives. They have support groups for those suffering from eating disorders 
themselves, including a special group called the “breaking free” support group for teens 14-18 
years old. They also hold support groups for family members of people suffering from eating 
disorders. Ophelia’s Place, in addition, offers access to treatment programs and fundraises for 
research on the disease. 
  
In 2009, Ophelia’s place opened Café at 407 as a way to fund the non-profit organization and to 
attract others in the community who may not be affected by eating disorders to be aware of the 
cause and what the organization is trying to do. 
 
Redefining beauty and health by empowering individuals families and communities impacted by 
eating disorders, disordered eating, and body dissatisfaction. 
To#change#culture#and#to#empower#individuals,#families,#and#communities#to#embrace#health,#
beauty,#and#happiness#at#any#shape#and#size#to#share#a#message#of#body#celebration.#
 
 
 
 

-more- 
 



Voices, Pg. 2 
The National Eating Disorders Association (NEDA) 
 
Formed in 2001, The National Eating Disorders Association is a nationwide non-profit 
organization that works with partners and volunteers across the country to advocate about 
supporting individuals and families affected by eating disorders. It campaigns for prevention, 
universal access to treatment and support, and increased research funding to better understand 
and treat eating disorders.  
 
For more information, please visit http://www.nationaleatingdisorders.org. 
 
NEDA supports individuals and families affected by eating disorders, and serves as a catalyst for 
prevention, cures and access to quality care. 
 
Voices for Beauty 
 
The Voices for Beauty community event will be held to increase awareness in the greater 
Syracuse area about eating disorders and the effects that the cultural image of beauty has on 
individual’s self-perceptions. The event will take place on Friday, December 6, 2013 in the 
Syracuse University Carrier Dome.  
 
The barbeque dinner portion of the event will begin at 5 p.m., serving food catered by Dinosaur 
Barbeque. Dessert and coffee will be provided after dinner by Insomnia Cookies and the Café at 
407.  
 
The keynote speaker, Constance Rhodes, will take the stage at 6 p.m. giving her well-known 
speech, “The Perfection Trap.” Rhodes has been challenging the cultural concept of beauty and 
identity throughout her career. She explores the negative effects that the national obsession with 
achievement and appearance has on our “health and wellness, physically, emotionally, 
relationally, and spiritually.” 
 
The benefit concert will begin at 7 p.m. with Demi Lovato opening for the headliner, Kelly 
Clarkson. Both have suffered from eating disorders in their teens.  
 
Tickets for the event are $30.00 for adults and $15.00 for children ages 13 and under, and can be 
purchased at Ophelia’s Place and Café at 407 or online at 
http://www.opheliasplace.org/voicesforbeauty. All proceeds will go to Ophelia’s Place and the 
National Eating Disorder Association for research funding.  
 
 
 
 
 

-more- 
 
 



Voices, Pg. 3 
Raise Your Voice for Natural Beauty 
 
In the United States alone, 20 million women and 10 million men suffer from or have suffered 
from a clinically significant eating disorder at some time in their life. The severity of eating 
disorders are often underestimated and misunderstood. Eating disorders are a serious, and 
sometimes fatal, illness. Anorexia, bulimia, and binge eating are the three most commonly found.  
 
Anorexia has the highest mortality rate of any other mental illness. Four out of ten people report 
that they either suffered or have known someone who has suffered from an eating disorder, and 
the majority of people suffering from these illnesses are adolescent teenagers and young adults.  

 

 
 
Even with the severity of these illnesses being understood, research is still significantly 
underfunded. That table below compares prevalence rates of some of the most common mental 
illnesses versus research funds provided for the illness. 
 

Illness& Prevalence& NIH&Research&Funds&(2011)&
Alzheimer’s&Disease& 5.1&million& $450,000,000&

Autism& 3.6&million& $160,000,000&
Schizophrenia& 3.4&million& $276,000,000&

Eating'Disorders' 30'million' $28,000,000'
 
This illness can be successfully combated through increased awareness and access to treatment 
and support.  
 
 
 
 
 

### 
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Constance Rhodes 
Speaker, Author, Activist 

 
Constance Rhodes is an established activist against eating disorders, poor body image and 
identity issues. Her most popular keynote speech, “The Perfection Trap,” addresses the 
constant strife of American society to achieve perfection in all aspects of life, including the 
pursuit of “beauty.” 
 
Rhodes has authored and edited several books dealing with self-image and identity, including 
Life Inside the Thin Cage: A Personal Look into the Hidden World of the Chronic Dieter, 
Finding Balance with Food, and The Art of Being: Reflections on the Beauty and the Risk of 
Being Who We Are. 
 
She is the founder and CEO of FINDINGbalance, a Christian non-profit health and wellness 
organization dedicated to helping people eat well and live free. Through this organization she 
has launched several programs, such as “The True Campaign”, a Christ-centered effort to 
“end the crisis of distorted self-image among women,” and the “Sex and Skinny Tour”, an 
ongoing effort to address themes of identity and freedom in the context of two common 
struggles that Christians face. Her most recent effort is called “More Than a Number,” a 
partnership between FINDINGbalance and Compassion International to help women discover 
their true value and shift dieting dollars to money donated to feed hungry children. 
 
A self-proclaimed recovering “approval junkie,” Rhodes’s work has touched the lives of 
people across the globe, and in 2006 she was selected as one of the “Top 50 Activists, Artists, 
and Innovators” for her work in providing resources for women seeking balance in different 
aspects of their lives. 
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